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App Description

Camera Scanner is photo,maker,productivity,camera,scanner, content rating is Everyone (PEGI-3). This app is rated 5 by 3 users who are using this app. To know more about the company/developer, visit Shamanth website who developed it. photo.pdf.maker.apk apps can be downloaded and installed on Android 4.4.x and higher Android devices. The Latest Version of 29.0 Available for download. Download the app using your favorite browser and click Install to install the application. Please note that we provide both basic and pure APK files and faster download speeds than APK Mirror. This app APK has been downloaded 63549+ times on store. You can also download photo.pdf.maker APK and run it with the popular Android Emulators.

CamScanner lets you scan and create PDF files on your device using photos and camera. You can click or scan your document from your camera or choose photos from gallery. PDF generation is completely offline and requires no internet connection. It saves your PDF file history and the list of recently scanned documents. With a light clean and easy to use interface, using CamScanner is a breeze. Along with scanning, features like cropping and filters improve the visibility of your documents.

CamScanner is extremely convenient and helps you scan and digitize all your documents, receipts, notes, photos, discussions and cards. You can also share your documents as image or as pdf easily. It is literally a scanner in your pocket.

CamScanner is not just easy to use but also completely secure. The documents scanned are not uploaded to any server for any processing. Document recognition in the photos after scanning is done on the device. 

How to Use?
- Use options in the top bar to scan, click or chose photos from gallery
- The “Create PDF” tab shows the documents/scans that will be included in the PDF
- The “Recent Files” tab shows the recently used documents/scans
- The “History” tab shows recently generated PDF files
- In the “Create PDF” tab, use the options button for additional options
- “Generate PDF” button generates PDF file using the files in the first tab

Features:
- No subscription charges - unlimited scans, shares and document creation, absolutely free!
- Works completely offline - no online servers
- Choose document from your gallery or scan/click photos from camera
- Maintains file history
- Open the PDF with any PDF viewer
- Convert multiple images into single PDF
- Easily share your PDF file via email
- Saves your document in process, so you can start over from where you left
- Rotate/Enhance the visibility of your documents after scanning using built in effects
- Select multiple images from your gallery (using a supported like Google Photos)
 

App ChangeLog

	Fixed issues with clicking images on newer versions of Android
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Apk Scaned By TotalVirus Antivirus,photo.pdf.maker.apk Was Pure And Safe.

Scan Stats:harmless:0|type-unsupported:10|suspicious:0|confirmed-timeout:0|timeout:0|failure:0|malicious:0|undetected:66|
Name:photo-pdf-maker-29-56154439-dd51165af1294931eddd6f8c1c323796.apk
Name:output.192128238.txt
SHA-1:c34d6f05a1798a0ae68212ca9b59611daf5b09c5
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SSDEEP:393216:KW+Qj8dLcQHkp4UDoB58MnYuDXuZ7GsfEz/:KNrdnHbZB58MnYuD+Csw
File type:Android
Magic:Zip archive data
File size:16221407
Uncompressed Size:31588696
Contained Files	:796
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Camera Scanner, Scan Documents - Rapid Scanner



com.cam.scanner.
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QR Code Scanner - Camera Scanner



app.num.QRBarCodeScanner.
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Call Recorder - ACR



com.nll.acr.
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Super Scanner : Fast Camera Scanner APP



Super FREE scanner app that scans everything, Documents to PDF.
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Camera Scanner



Camera Scanner is a scanner App using the camera. Easy to get the image..
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Camera Scanner



com.wisesharksoftware.turboscan.
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All PDF - PDF Reader, PDF Viewer & PDF Converter



tz.co.wadau.allpdf.
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Text Scanner [OCR] Pro- Camera Scanner-Scan to PDF



Text scanner ocr support image to text, handwriting to text, text grabber etc..
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Document Scanner - Camera to PDF



doc.ft.scanner.
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Hariprasad .K.K





 I am using this app from before one year. Already I rated five stars for this app.But the recent update was extremely stupidous. Image brightening options were removed. Instead of that filter option is added. I can't give brightness to my image that much. And then the final page of the pdf is provided with camscanner app info page. Why these all stupidous updates....... Please try to remove these stupid updates and try to give all old optionsss. These are the only issue try to resolve plssssss.
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Vidya Kose





 Nice app but only one thing is that... Please add sort options there for images, because whenever I used this app so many images mixed up nd unable to sort imgage paging, newer images nd old images mixed up, that's why the image page sequence was disturbed nd unable to create pdf sequence wise, so please add image sorting option such as new or old images that will makes easily sequence wise page for creating PDF.. please thik about that... Otherwise overall app experience is good 👍
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Amreen Sultana k





 Request please don't keep putting new updates the first one was too good now after updating it is very bad sorry to say but please don't put any updates from now on. 1 star 🌟 because of giving us so many updates before update the app was very nice working fast after update very hard to create pdf's and design no too good
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Pardhu J.v





 It is a wonderful app But one issue with this app about in the file we can't keep the name of the PDF pls look into this and pls don't keep ads it is time wast pls look even into this also Over all this app is mind blowing app it helps we to create PDFs so easy Mind blowing app for us
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Jaikishan Jaiswal





 I was using your app since last few days. Yes at about 7 to 8 months. Yours app was working fine but after the recent update! You are doing useless work now. Whenever I create a PDF file. With that you have add an extra page of your ad which is very bad. for whom I have a lot of trouble in doing work Please fixed the issue .
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Rakhi Laddha





 This is a really good app. It always helps. Yes sometimes there are glitches that it doesn't come in the drive, but that happened rarely now days. It hardly even shows me ads after I have uploaded it. I will definetly reccomend this app to you if you want to make anything into PDF.
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One for All





 Worst Scanner app ever. Not able to sent multiple copies in one file attested. Also, no auto bordering or corrections, also not proper lighting effects it, shows shadow in Light or without light.
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hamidreza heidari





 The UI is a little confusing but when you findout how to use the app, it does its work perfectly.
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Isha Thakur





 It was so nice earlier .but what the hell is this new feature to create a new page at the end of the pdf just to give your advertisement !!! Creating difficulties!
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Sweety Singh





 It is the best pdf converter app in the world but I have given it only four stars because in somethings we have to get subscription and in very high prices but all other things are good but i think you all would this app.They have to low the prices of subscription
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Full Screenshot Capture & Screenshot Editor
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CCEE
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BreadTalk Rewards
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Polishop - Air Fryer, Panela de Pressão e Elétrica
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Wild Pole Studio
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NGF Inspire
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LeccePrima
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PisaToday
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Salon by Houzcall
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Alarmy - Alarm Clock & Sleep
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Android Movie APPS APK
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Android TV APPS APK
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Top Android Cryptocurrency Apps
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Top Android Free VPN Apps
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Top Android Anime Apps And Games
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Android Editors' Choice APPS
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Health And Fitness
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VidaRTVplus
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SCI-Hard
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LVFree Vision Enhancer
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My Weight Loss Journey
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CareQOL
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ResponsiBLUE
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MI Sleep Coach
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Roadmap 2.0
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MPrint
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Kidney Transplant Education
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